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‘NE potential not much explored’
Sanjib Dey is one daunting filmmaker who
does not give up easily, even if he is going through
trying times. The 42-year-old award winning director says he struggled for months in Mumbai
to get into the industry and sold holiday packages for a living. “I was a crazy young guy,” he
says to describe his passion for filmmaking. His
latest film, III Smoking Barrels, which narrates
three stories set in the North East, was “extensively shot in Meghalaya”. Critics have compared the film with Alejandro González Iñárritu’s masterpiece Babel. III Smoking Barrels was
screened at the 38th Durban International Film
Festival last year.
Dey’s “blissful childhood” was spent in Assam’s Golaghat where he studied in Sacred
Heart School. “I mostly played with children
in the neighbourhood in a century-old British
graveyard next to my house. I remember our
goal posts were two beautiful marble graves,”
the director reminisces. Amit Malpani, Dey’s
producer, is his childhood friend from the same
school.
After completing high school from Debraj Roy
College in Golaghat, Dey shifted to Delhi University. Later he started his career as an intern
for Business Weekend, a weekly business news
on Doordarshan. “I soon realised that I wanted
to work in movies so I moved to Mumbai. I knew
no one in Mumbai and I had no money. Today,
whatever little I have achieved in life is because
of this magical city,” says Dey who has explored
big screen, television and advertising for over
a decade now and is an official member of both
the director’s and writer’s associations in the
Mumbai film industry.
Besides directing and producing some awardwinning short films, Dey was also part of two
international projects — a Dutch feature film
called I Object that was filmed in India and an
international TV series called Eagle Four that
was filmed in the rough and beautiful terrains of
Afghanistan where he worked with Hollywood
and European crew. “In brief, the journey has
been very challenging yet very beautiful,” he
tells The Shillong Times.
In an email interview, Dey talks about his inspiration, the film, the potential of the northeastern region and life in Mumbai. Excerpts:
What/who inspired you to come into
filmmaking?
Being brought up in a small town was not at all
a disadvantage for me. During my school days,
I had a circle of friends who loved international
cinema and music. We didn’t spare a single video parlour in the town. It was during those days
that I saw films like Rambo, Rocky and those
Hong Kong martial art films, which left strong
imprints on me. But I think it was those films I
saw on Doordarshan that inspired me into filmmaking — films of Satyajit Ray, Charlie Chaplin and Akira Kurosawa and of course films like
Jaws and ET by Steven Spielberg or Umberto D
by De Sica.

script. It’s a very edgy and different kind of a
film and it required lots of research and hard
work. We filmed for two years across the North
East. Moreover, there are around 90 visual effects shots in the film, including an elephant
chasing sequence. These all cumulatively tested
both our patience and passion.
The film has been compared with Alejandro
González Iñárritu's Babel. What do you have
to say?
Babel is a masterwork of a master filmmaker. I
think the comparison has been in the language
aspect — the seamless use of so many languages
in both the films.
Which directors are your inspiration?
Difficult to answer. There are many directors who
have inspired me. Among the contemporary lot, I
would say Andrey Zvyagintsev, Nuri Bilge Ceylan, Damien Chazell, Guillermo del Toro among
many others. In the older lots — Sam Peckinpah,
Mario Bava, Steven Spielberg, Sergio Leone,
Clint Eastwood — a lot of them — Akira Kurosawa, Satyajit Ray, Masaki Kobayashi, Ritwik Ghatak , Fritz Lang. I also admire Bimal
Roy, Ramesh Sippy, Vijay Anand, Hrishikesh
Mukherjee, Shekhar Kapur. The list is too long.
All these giants collectively must have been my
influence. Bruce Lee and Charlie Chaplin have
also been a great influence. Watching Tarkovsky,
Bergman or Ozu always gives me a feeling that
cinema can be a spiritual journey too.

How did you come into the industry?
I didn’t get the opportunity to go to a film
school and after struggling for months in
Mumbai, I still didn’t get a job in the film and
television industry here. So to run my kitchen,
I took a marketing job where I was required to
sell holiday packages. But I was a crazy young
guy. I went to all filmmakers to sell those holiday packages. Eventually my idea clicked, I
got to work as an apprentice under senior ad
filmmaker Sunil Ghosh, who was planning to
make a film in Assam titled Brahmaputra with
Ajay Devgan, Tabu and Nana Patekar in lead
roles. The film was a Hindi adaptation of Sahitya Academy Award winning Assamese novel
Patal Bhairavi written by Lakhi Nandan Bora.
Unfortunately due to the violent political situation prevailing in Assam at that time, the film
couldn’t go on floor. And Sunil sir was adamant
not to shoot it in any other state. The film never
happened but my career definitely got a kick
start from there onwards. I started working in
various ad films with him.

Talking Point
Sanjib Dey
III Smoking Barrels is your first feature. How
did you get the idea of bringing the three stories together?
III Smoking Barrels is my first feature film. My
producer, Amit Malpani, and I were both highly
inspired to make a film on the North East and we
quickly realised that an anthology of stories will
give us better opportunity to explore the land,
the culture and her people.
The idea has definitely helped us to showcase
an intricate synthesis of various indigenous elements of the region, making the film look grand
without really losing the vitals of good storytelling. It also helped exploring few socio-political
issues like children in armed conflicts, drugs,

animal poaching and illegal immigrants —
all in a single film. It definitely gave us the
surface to explore more locations and characters.
How much do you think the potential of NE
has been explored?
Very less! The world hasn’t yet seen even an
iota of North East India’s potential.
You have used six languages in the film. How
did you manage the script? What were the
difficulties in the process of making the film?
The credit for seamless blending of six languages in the script goes to my dialogue writer team.
Both my co-dialogue writers, Tasadduk Ahmed
and Dev Gupta, were instrumental and we three
had a very re-fined collaboration. Although all
three of us work and live in Mumbai, we belong
to the North East and we are very much attached
to our roots. That really helped.
The process of making the film was very difficult because of the demanding nature of the

Bollywood & TV journey

III Smoking Barrels was
extensively filmed in
Meghalaya along with other
parts of NE. Famous death
metal band Plague Throat
has performed in the film.

Worked as an assistant director in
Sooper Se Ooper
(starring Vir Das,
Deepak Dobriyal),
The Desire (starring Shilpa Shetty,
Jaya Prada, Anupam
Kher), Black Forest (starring Richa Chaddha)
Directed non-fiction TV shows like Houzee
with Rohit Roy as a host for ZEE TV. Worked
for popular soap called Kareena Kareena

You have worked with Govind Nihalani on
which project? You have also worked with
foreign directors. What, according to you, is
lacking in India film industry today?
I assisted Govind Nihalani sir for a big budget
music video made for Rajasthan Govt. The song
was written by Javed Akhtar, sung by Sukhwinder and composed by Late Aadesh Srivastava. As far as foreign collaborations are concerned, I have assisted Australian director Sean
Lynch and Dutch director Henk B de Ukies. I
also collaborated with Italian and Hollywood
music composer Michele Josia along with our
local favourite Anurag Saikia for III Smoking
Barrels.
I feel fortunate to be part of the Indian film
industry. I guess we have far more liberty than in
many other countries. But I think we definitely
need more theatres across India. Let’s make it
like China. And our mainstream films need better content and form to compete in the growing
foreign film market. In our 100 years of cinema
history, how many technical inventions have we
really made? High time, we need to give importance to the science of filmmaking too.
What do you think about films and the movie
industry in the North East (barring Assam
that has produced great filmmakers)?
Unfortunately there are very less films coming
from the North East. There is no dearth of talent
in this region, but we need better motivation.
Local government has to come forward to support the local film industry.
Apart from Assam, Manipur has been producing some good films although they lack
infrastructure. They should be role model for
other NE states. And language shouldn’t be a
barrier, a Khasi or a Bodo film should have all
the qualities required to get released with subtitles in entire Assam and other North Eastern
states and vice versa. This way, NE films will
get wider audience and the film industry can
thrive.
What will be your message for the young directors from this region?
North East is a warehouse of amazing stories.
Who on earth is going to make a feature film on
one of the fiercest battle of Second World War
— The Battle of Kohima? So many untold stories! All aspiring directors should continuously
keep making both short and full length films. I
think our younger generation is a bit lucky. They
have a huge digital platform like YouTube at
their disposal. They have the biggest distributor
for free. So what’s stopping them? Go and pick
your camera guys!!!
What is your next project?
Working on a love story in Hindi language. Too
early to reveal though.

Your chicken may have steroids, party drugs
By Maneka Sanjay Gandhi

T

he
medical
use of Ketamine
Hydrochloride is as an
anaesthetic used in
medical procedures,
or surgery. It is a
white crystal that can
be used as a recreational hallucinogenic
anaesthetic (and is used for date rape).
It is banned in this country for open sale
as it is a party drug. Unfortunately, the
veterinary hospitals have suffered as
a result of this recent ban because we
now have to use more expensive anaesthetics when we operate on animals.
Like all drugs it has major side effects. An allergy to it may result in
tightness in the chest or throat, trouble
in breathing, swallowing, or talking,
hoarseness or swelling of the mouth,
face, lips, tongue or throat. Sometimes
it can cause a loss of appetite and nausea. It can cause urinary tract damage
from the kidney to the bladder.
It induces a dream-like feeling, jerky

muscle movements, drowsiness, confusion, unusual thoughts. The effects
don’t last long but until they wear off,
ketamine can cause a loss of feeling in
the body and paralysis of the muscles.
It can also lead you to experiencing a
distortion of reality, giving you a floating or detached feeling, as if the mind
and body have been separated, with
some people feeling incapable of moving. It causes headaches, confusion,
agitation, panic attacks and impairment
in short and long term memory.
Frequent use is sometimes associated
with the development of depression.
Studies show that frequent anaesthesia drugs in young children may lead
to long-term brain problems. This may
also happen in unborn babies if the
mother ingests ketamine during the
third trimester of pregnancy.
Ketamine can be injected, mixed into
a drink, or snorted up the nose. And
now you can eat it in your chicken as
well.
Consumer groups in America have
filed a case against the third largest chicken company (with a sale of

more than 2.8 billion dollars), after the
US Department of Agriculture Food
Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS)
scrutinised 69 poultries and found 82
“unconfirmed residues” in the chicken,
including ketamine, antibiotics, pesticides and growth hormones in the
chicken. The company sold its chicken
— as most poultries do — as 100 per
cent natural.
The company not only sells chicken
under its own label but supplies to different distributors who sell under different labels, and thousands of standalone
restaurants. And now India is allowing
the import of this chicken.
No one knows why the poultries were
using ketamine. Was it to sedate the
animals before slaughter or before live
transport? Was it to make the consumer
feel “high” or “satiated” after eating the
chicken?
These are the same poultries that refused to reduce antibiotic use because
“raising chickens without antibiotics
would lead to a high number of chicken
deaths”. So they admit that their chickens are so badly kept in filthy, inhu-

mane, factory farm conditions that they
are in a permanent state of illness that
needs antibiotics.
All over the world consumers are becoming resistant to antibiotics. Normal
infections have escalated into a new
world of superbugs that doctors have no
tools to fight. All investigations show
antibiotics, used on animals bred for
slaughter, as the main culprits.
The Centres for Disease Control and
Prevention’s 2013’s report links two of
18 antibiotic-resistant bacteria to the
use of antibiotics in animals.
Ketamine wasn’t the only problematic substance found in the chicken:
What were the other 82 “unconfirmed
residues”?
Eleven antibiotics were found.
Chloramphenicol, a powerful antibiotic
that can trigger bone marrow suppression in humans, prohibited for use in
animals that will become food; amoxicillin, known as a “medically important
for humans” not approved in poultry.
Desethylene ciprofloxacin, a “medically important antibiotic for humans”;
Prednisone, a steroid; Ketoprofen, an

anti–inflammatory drug; Butorphanol,
an opioid analgesic, pesticides Abamectin and Emamectin were also detected.
Two substances, banned in chicken
production, included the synthetic
growth hormones Melengestrol acetate
and Ractopamine. Three instances of
penicillin residue were detected, for
which the residue regulatory limit is
zero. Consumers eating the chickens
are also eating steroids, recreational
and anti inflammatory drugs and prohibited antibiotics. All these can make
people very sick.
In 2013 the FDA issued new antibiotic
regulations. Has it made any difference
to the use of antibiotics in chickens?
No. Antibiotic use is on the rise. They
are simply relabelled. “Growth promoters” (meaning antibiotics and hormones) has been removed from labels,
but the drugs are still routinely used for
the new indication of “disease prevention”.
Even after the guidance was published, a Reuters investigation found
all the poultry factory farm companies
using antibiotics, hormones and pesti-

cides pervasively, completely ignoring
the regulators.
But antibiotics are the least of the unlabelled drugs and chemicals lurking
in chicken. According to the Associated Press, US chickens continue to be
fed with inorganic arsenic to produce
quicker weight gain with less food and
enhanced colour. This arsenic goes into
the human body.
The effects of ketamine are more pronounced when eaten with alcohol. So
people who eat chicken nuggets while
drinking may have a trance like confused reaction that is not caused by the
alcohol alone.
Most people do not realise that big
pharmaceutical companies all have a
veterinary division in which they make
hormones, antibiotics etc. for animals
raised for food. They never advertise
this. And until a crisis happens the media do not report it. But the danger to
human beings is acute.
(To join the animal welfare movement contact gandhim@nic.in, www.
peopleforanimalsindia.org)
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Tough job for
today’s parents

T

he Chinese government recently decided that all spermatozoa donated to Beijing’s main sperm bank must be
loyal to the communist party.
Good idea! But how do you
check? You can't interview them.
Sperm bank staff make it clear
that sperm donors must be cardcarrying party members with
Correct Political Attitudes, which
means atheists who “love the
party”. This will prevent fertilised
eggs growing into offspring with
Dangerously Wrong Ideas, such as
“maybe the world is not actually
on the cusp of being taken over by
the glorious rising sun of Communism”.
There
are
similar concerns
around the world.
If a gay couple
from the United
States wants a
baby carried by
a surrogate mother in Asia, the
Medical
Tourism Corporation
promises to scour
India to try to find
one of a particular belief group, so
they can make sure the initial cells
of their child-to-be are Jewish or
atheist or whatever — but the company points out that most available
mothers are Hindu or Muslim.
Yet maybe the main culture of
the next generation will be something else altogether. A baby in the
UK recently spoke his first word,
the Caters News Agency reported.
Instead of “mama” or “dada”, little
Joe Brady said “Alexa”.
May be “digital assistant” gadgets like Alexa will take over all
parental duties? Fine with me.
They can raise the kids until they
are old enough to understand vital
commands such as “Go get me a
beer.”
Parents are becoming more flexible. Several news sites recently
carried the story of a mother who
asked a tattooist to permanently
write the name of her son Kevin
on her arm. The tattooist mis-

spelled it as “Kelvin”. So Johanna
Sandstrom of Sweden changed her
child’s name to Kelvin to match
her tat.
People criticised her for this. But
raising children is all about thinking on your feet, plus, of course:
Bribery, corruption, cheating and
lying.
Here are two Evil Dad Tricks
that worked for this columnist: 1)
Tell your children that the display
of chocolate next to the supermarket checkout queue is special “dogs
only” candy. 2) Instead of buying
expensive tickets to the aquarium,
show the children
the fish display
in the window of
your local fishmonger shop and
say: “Shh! They’re
sleeping.”
Oh, you start
off imagining that
you are going to
raise an angelic
child who wears
only natural fibres.
Pretty soon, you’re
happy enough if
you can keep the
little monster from
running naked out
of the house. One father recently
wrote on Twitter that he asked his
six-year-old son to get dressed for
school and the boy snapped back:
“OMG, why are you so obsessed
with clothes?”
A TV presenter recently admitted that she and her husband sometimes travel first class in aircraft
while putting their children in
economy. First class should be “a
huge treat that you have earned”,
explained Kirstie Allsopp of the
UK. I like this idea. I wonder if
her children live in a small hut in
the yard of the family mansion, not
having earned a house?
Meanwhile, non-parents should
practise their acting skills by ordering a whole fish whenever they
are dining with children. “Shh! It’s
sleeping.”

(SEVEN)

Tasty treasures in Miami
South Beach Food & Art Deco Tour is hard to miss

By Sujoy Dhar

A

shley, a smart, lithe looking
young woman, was right there
with the sign “Miami Culinary
Tours” when I reached Bolivar
Restaurant on Washington Avenue, South
Beach, in the historic Art Deco district of
this south Florida gem.
“Miami is a wonderful place,” lobbed a
passerby near the ear of our pretty guide
Ashley as she introduced us to the tour
and herself right outside the Boliviar.
“Yes, it is a wonderful place," she responded back to the stranger and at the
same time assuring all of us that coming
ahead is a not-to-be-missed Miami food
and architecture experience.
Our tour started from Boliviar and I
soon realised that this food joint, which
boasts of its exotic fusion of South American cuisine with a rustic and chic vibe, is
perhaps the ideal place to start a culinary
tour in the Art Deco hub that comprises
avenues between 5th Street and 23rd
Street, along Ocean Drive, Collins Avenue and Washington Avenue.
This is a tour to savour tasty treasures
inside the beating heart of Miami Beach
with the engaging heritage walk through
the Art Deco district.
As you walk you enjoy delicious cuisine at a diverse range of food halts; from
swanky, starry gourmet to hole in the wall
ethnic eateries.
Well, our tour began with a taste of Colombian empanada at Boliviar. They are
golden corn-crust pies filled with your
choice tender pulled beef or chicken or
cheese.
We then headed for the iconic Ocean
Drive to learn about the famous movie
locations and the history of the Art Deco
architecture, which is marked by the
1920s style of buildings with simple, clean
shapes, often with a “streamlined” look.
Well, not to be missed in Ocean Drive is
also the mansion of Gianni Versace. The
Villa, Casa Casuarina, which is popularly
known as Versace Mansion, is a property
which is now a boutique hotel but was
once owned by the Italian fashion impresario till he was assassinated right at the
front gate of the building by a serial killer
in 1997.
Ocean Drive is also lined with some of
the awesome food joints of Miami.
After Boliviar, we checked in a restaurant owned by none other than Cuban-

American musician couple Gloria and
Emilio Estefan. The celebrity power
couple's award-winning restaurant Larios
on the Beach- painted white and blue in
the exterior- is Miami Beach’s go-to destination for authentic Cuban cuisine and
mojitos.
We were told that the joint recently underwent a complete renovation to its interiors.
The Estefans say they have created "a
tempting new menu featuring traditional
favourites as well as Cuban-inspired
specialities." New menu offerings run
the gamut, from sweet and salty baconwrapped maduros, black bean hummus
served with crisp plantain chips, to a fresh
tropical ceviche and a sizzling chicken
vaca frita.
The signature dishes are lechón(roasted
pork), house-made pork tamales and the
classic arroz con pollo. Decadent desserts
include traditional flan, arroz con leche
(rice pudding), natilla (vanilla custard)
and chocolate tres leches.
The Estefans proudly commissioned a
three-dimensional site-specific sculpture
by Miami-based, multi-disciplinary artist
Carlos Betancourt. The sculpture consists
(Nury Vittachi is an Asia-based
of over 100 three-dimensional objects that
frequent traveller. Send ideas and
include a microphone used by Ricky Marcomments via his Facebook page)
tin and Gloria Estefan (Mi Terra),
Shakira's harmonica, drumsticks
from Shelia E, Tito Puente and Emily Estefan to elements from Betancourt's iconic artworks.
At the bar, along with hand-craftBy Pt. Ajai Bhambi
Sunday, JUNE 10, 2018 ed cocktails and premium wines,
you can nosh on appetizing bites
Good opportunities would come your way as Venus Parallel Sun on your solar return chart.
However, financial pressure will be there as you spend huge amount of money such as fire-grilled skewers and
There would also be a time to enhance your skills. Your gift of communications allows you
on homemaking, house repairs, re-decorating and family activities. Your
baked Cuban empanadas.
to fortify existing bonds and broaden your social circle. Your positive and hands-on attitude
communication abilities will largely be applied to professional worldly ambiNow the food apart, a walk along
comes in handy when odds and opportunities come up. You need to be ready to utilize the
tions where knowledge and education are pursued in order to enhance career
information that comes your way through numerous interactions and utilize it to your
prospects or social standing. Relationships take on a fun tone now. Friends and the Ocean Drive is a walk through
advantage. Be all set to pack your bags for some of you it could be for a foreign trip this trip
lovers take priority for most of the time. Health reads fine.
Miami's famous Art Deco quarter.
will prove fortunate. You are cheerful and remain in a positive frame of mind. Avoid over
Libra: (September 23 - October 23)
So after having some delicious
consumption of anything especially food and take care of your diet.
Travel, contacts and communications are the keywords at this time. Opportu- bites at Larion on the Beach, you
Aries: (March 21 - April 20)
nities and invitations from overseas take you on an unplanned journey. Visitors,
can take a walk to the intersection
A lot of excitement, pleasure and romance are on the cards. You focus on
friends and family make this a happy time as an event in the family is celebrated.
having fun, and expressing yourself creatively. Your romantic affair gives
You are full of hope and enthusiasm as you make new beginnings at work and of 5th Street and Ocean Drive. You

‘Star - Gazing’

you a big boost of confidence. Moreover your personal magnetism runs high
to be admired and adored. You express true feelings, ideas and plans
without being afraid of consequences. You enjoy every moment, whatever
it brings and follow your intuition to feel more integrated. You attempt
difficult tasks, resolve complicated issues and connect with unapproachable people in authority. You achieve great success in competitive situations. Domestic relationships and the home environment tend to be harmonious and peaceful. Strong chances of finalization of a property related
matter. Monetary transactions are beneficial in land related matters.
Taurus: (April 21 - May 21)
This phase may put on lot of pressure on you. A positive and creative
approach brings gain and resolution in old conflicts and work situations.
You need to view professional and business problems from a balanced
perspective. Learn from past experience and get on with your life rather than
repeat old patterns. Emotive issues can crop up. However later on the dust
will settle down and you will look up with a lot of hope. This is a time to do
what you can to build trust in your family life and a strong foundation within
yourself. You are most likely to express your social, romantic, and artistic
qualities through an intellectual appreciation of art and cultural pursuits.
You might make short trips, visiting friends and relatives. It's a great time to
open up conversations with loved ones, when it comes to matters related
to love and romance.
Gemini: (May 22 - June 21)
The planetary configuration promises an excellent period. You can charm
many with your strong personality and soft approach. With inner strength
and hard work, you can transform a breakdown at work into a breakthrough.
You gain the trust and confidence of people in authority. It's time to let go of
obsolete patterns and routines and have a new vision for the future. Your
mystical and enigmatic personality attracts some interesting people around
you. You will spend a lot on clothes, furniture, and entertainment. The areas
of life where you are most likely to express your social, romantic, and
artistic qualities are through an intellectual appreciation of art, cultural
pursuits, and literature.
Cancer: (June 22 - July 22)
Money and domestic issues will take centre stage as you grapple with
these issues. Your main concentration will be to make domestic relationships and the home environment harmonious and peaceful. You are proud
of your ideas, and very good at expressing them with ease. This will enable
you to make progress at work. You make face a setback or face some
obstacles as far as finances are concerned. This is a time when you need
to act with prudence and focus on your priorities. There is strength in your
feelings of love and the power of attraction, which may open the door to new
romantic relationships. You are more likely to pay closer attention to your
physical appearance and mannerisms, aiming to improve and enhance
your attractiveness.
Leo: (July 23 - August 23)
Your courage and confidence will keep your hopes alive. You will need to
attempt difficult tasks, resolve complicated issues and connect with
unapproachable people at work. On the other hand enhanced energy and a
renewed feeling of confidence favors you. Take advantage of this and
utilize your energy prudently. Problems may be overcome by self-assertion,
and directness. There's nothing wrong with a bit of self-centeredness. You
are highly motivated to make money this enhances much energy for new
money-making projects. Romantic matters come to the fore and the single
will find that they are drawn towards someone in their social circle.
Activities related to communication such as journalism, literature and fine
arts are prominent.
Virgo: (August 24 - September 22)
There is increased creative energy within you which provides the necessary dynamism to complete your projects with élan. You might play with
various ways to increase personal funds, resulting in more than one source
for monetary gain this time however make sure that you read the fine print.
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home. Business expansion and new professional opportunities are worth
considering. Activities related to communication such as journalism, literature
and fine arts are prominent. The desire for some form of recognition and financial
success is stronger. You express your feelings to your beloved and will be
happy to find that they are reciprocated. Your health or that of someone close will
cause some anxious moments.
Scorpio: (October 24 - November 22)
An action oriented phase keeps you busy throughout. Public relations work,
interpersonal relations and other such endeavors are highlighted now. There
will be a multitude of tasks for you to handle both at work and at home. It is more
about how you express yourself than the specifics of what you are saying that
helps sway others to your point of view. This is a good time to do some financial
planning and strategizing. You will also show aggression in your dealings but
make sure that this does not get out of hand. As such, this is a great time to open
up conversations about topics such as those revolving around the sharing of
power, intimacy, and finances. Your friends and well wishers would be
supportive.
Sagittarius: (November 23 - December 21)
This is a period of mixed results for you where you will have to deal with
emotional disturbances. There is likely to be more activity, movement, contact,
and communications with co-workers now. It is best to go ahead with your work
and avoid confrontations or arguments. Think twice before you speak. Financial
prosperity or social success may come through your business associate at this
time. You are inclined to learn new work skills, or to improve your skills and
output in terms of work. Your family and friends will support you and you will find
solace in their company. You will be able to enjoy personal relationships with
love and affection. Children will bring joy and happiness. Pay attention to your
health and do not neglect or overlook minor ailments.
Capricorn: (December 22 - January 20)
This is an excellent phase where communications, affair and fun activities
flourish. You can expect something new. You would be able to make good use
of your talent and communication skills and impress people around you. This
brings some new opportunities. Your career prospects also improve as you bring
about changes in your work style and interact in more positive way with your
colleagues. You make great strides in your career as you win accolades and
gain recognition for your work. You may have a desire to redecorate your home.
Your charm makes you the center of attraction as you find yourself back on the
social whirl. Family life will be very harmonious. Romance is in the air and you
enjoy the time spent with your beloved. For the unattached a roaring affair is in
the offing.
Aquarius: (January 21 - February 18)
New associations will boost your career in a big way. You plan in an unorthodox
way and get appreciation from your business associates. At the work place your
continuous efforts will bring fruitful results. You have many overseas opportunities to boost your security and comfort. You may find yourself in a position in
which there is a blending of the financial with social or public affairs. You are
likely to travel and engage in a variety of activities and meet new people. You
may be assigned to complete a task and travel overseas. A lot of travel, meeting
with influential people will boost your moral also. Your family also cheers you
up and you have a holiday together or spend time with them. You extend your
hospitality to family and friends.
Pisces: (February 19 - March 20)
A change or betterment in career is strongly indicated this also brings better
financial prospects. Your style of communication boosts your magnetic powers.
Let others know they can depend on you. People notice and admire you for your
pleasant and cheerful personality and this brings new job opportunities or
assignments. You will have the ability to build up financial reserves and
resources, for this placement can bring a good deal of success in all monetary
pursuits. Obstacles in your life may be overcome by bravery, self-assertion, and
directness. You get good financial returns from investments and insurance.
Monetary transactions would be beneficial if you research and focus. Romance
is very much on the cards.
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have to walk north, to see the district's
minimalistic buildings with porthole
windows, curved metal rails and duplicated flags from popular ocean liners that
once anchored at the Port of Miami in the
1930s.
In particular, look for The Celino South
Beach hotel, between 6th and 7th Street.
This Art Deco masterpiece was once a
popular hangout for Hollywood glitterati
like Clark Gable, Carole Lombard and
Rita Hayworth.
Nearby, the 1936 Beacon Hotel and the
1935 Colony Hotel have neon accents and
giant signs that are hard to miss.
Continue north to 23rd Street, and you’ll
notice other prominent Art Deco spots like
the popular party place, the Clevelander
Hotel, on Ocean Drive; Villa Casa Casaurina, the 1930s Spanish-style mansion
where Gianni Versace famously lived and
died from an assassin's bullets; and the restored National Hotel.
We stood across the street right in front
of The Breakwater building which is a
1936 resort hotel and a beautiful product
of the Art Deco style with the strong line
and the attention to symmetry.
Well, our next food stop was Miami
Mediterranean Cuisine at 209 11th St
(11th St And Collins Ct). Here you have a
good choice of Mediterranean food available for delivery or takeout.
We went for some small bites and chose
Cigar Roll which is a cigar-shaped crispy
pastry stuffed with feta cheese and parsley
served with tzatziki sauce.
Hummus, which is a blend of pureed
chickpeas delicately flavoured with sesame puree, fresh lemon juice, olive oil and
med spices and served with pita bread is a
good choice too.
Or a Mixed Appetizer perhaps, which
includes Hummus, babagonoush, tabouli,
sauced eggplant, stuffed grape leaves,
falafel, served with hot pita bread.
We then headed Lincoln Road on the
outer edges of the Art Deco Historic Dis-

trict. This is a pedestrian-only promenade
and outdoor mall and is lined by restaurants, shops, bars and more, all with Art
Deco nuances on their façade.
Our tour ended with two more mouthwatering experiences at the Española
Way, where you are transported to the old
world Europe as you stroll down the palm
tree-lined pedestrian street with rows of
food joints on either side.
Conceived as a “historic Spanish village” by NBT Roney in 1925, the twoblock corridor between Washington and
Pennsylvania Avenues was designed to
resemble the romantic Mediterranean villages of Spain and France. Here, buildings are made of chalky pink stucco with
Spanish tile roofs while sidewalk cafes are
shaded by striped awnings.
Española Way is all about art galleries,
boutiques and gelaterias, as well as restaurants. Take your pick from Mexican,
Cuban, Japanese and Italian cuisines here.
We chose Tapas y Tintos for some Spanish cuisine sitting in one of the tables that
spill out onto the streets filled with tapas,
paella and boards of jamon Iberico and
manchego cheese. The menu included
albondigas (meatballs), piquillo peppers
stuffed with cod, garlic shrimp, Spanish
tortilla made with potatoes and onions and
Gallega octopus.
This joint also hosts live flamenco shows
with tapas.
And finally, we wrapped up the walk
with a yummy gelato taste in the mouth
at Milani Gelateria on the Española Way.
This is a place to savour the authentic,
handcrafted Italian gelato made with the
highest quality natural ingredients directly
from distinct regions of Italy. If you are in
Miami and not taking a culinary tour in the
Art Deco district, then you really miss the
flavour of this vibrant, voluptuary American city on the Atlantic coast.
(Notintown.net/IBNS/TWF)
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Independent medicine
By Ranjan K Baruah

I

t is quite encouraging to know
that in many of the western countries, naturopathy is given due
recognition. There are several colleges in various parts of the US, Germany, Britain like National College
of Naturopathic Medicine, Oregon
and British College of Naturopathy
and Osteopathy, London. Aspirants
may collect information related to
naturopathy from the website of the
Ministry of Ayush.
Indian Naturopathy movement
started mainly in Andhra Pradesh,
Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Maharashtra and Gujarat. It may also be
mentioned that modern Naturopathy
movement was started in Germany
and other western countries with Water Cure (Hydrotherapy).
Naturopathy is recognised and well
accepted as an independent system
of medicine. The development and
promotion of Yoga and Naturopathy
could not be attained as expected
due to dearth of qualified manpower.
However, in the recent years, many
NGOs and voluntary organisations
have come up to establish Yoga and
Naturopathy Health Homes as well
as degree colleges.
At present, there are 12 such colleges in India, three in Karnataka
affiliated to Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences, Bengaluru;
four in Tamil Nadu MGR Medical
University, Chennai, two in Andhra
Pradesh, University of Health Sciences, Vijayawada; one in AYUSH
University, Raipur, Chhattisgarh, one
in Bharkatulla University, Bhopal
and Ayurveda University, Jamnagar,
Gujarat.
It is quite interesting that many of
the modern medical institutes of the

country took a serious effort to prove
the efficacy of Yoga and its various
aspects. In the past, this was a fouryear course leading to Diploma in
Naturopathy (ND) including Yoga,
in Hyderabad — 1970 to 1990.
At present this is a five-and-a-halfyear (including 1 year internship)
degree course leading to Bachelor
of Naturopathy and Yogic Sciences
(BNYS) since 1989. This area brings
more opportunity as people are
looking for alternative medicine. Our

Naturopathy~II
students may plan up their career in
the field too.
As we have already mentioned
that development and promotion of
Yoga and Naturopathy could not be
attained due to shortage for qualified manpower but now it brings
opportunities as wellness industry is
increasing in India. Different reports
say there would be more demand
for trained people and hence young
people from our region may also try
to get involved in this field of career.
There are 18 universities which

impart certificate, diploma and
degree courses in Yoga. UGC is also
promoting Yoga by financing the
universities to start the Yoga courses
in the universities. Some universities are imparting Yoga education
ranging from certificate to PhD level
courses. Many universities are likely
to start Yoga Department in the years
to come.
Updates:
Japanese Government (MEXT)
Scholarships: Japanese Government
Scholarships for Undergraduates
2018-19 invites applications from
Class XII pass-out students. The
scholarship aims to provide fully
funded education to deserving candidates in the universities of Japan.
The scholarship is been provided by
the Government of Japan. An applicant must-have passed Class XII and
willing to pursue a bachelor’s degree
from a University in Japan in the
fields of Social Sciences, Humanities
and Natural Science. Aspirants may
apply before June 15.
Fulbright Nehru Master’s
Fellowships 2019-20: The United
States-India Educational Foundation
invites applications for Fulbright
Nehru Master’s Fellowships 2019-20
from highly motivated graduates and
post-graduates who have at
least three years of professional
work experience, to study at
selected the US colleges and universities. Aspirants may apply before
June 15.
(Ranjan K Baruah is a career mentor and can be reached at bkranjan@
gmail.com or 8473943734 for any
career related queries)

